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1. Introduction
In this paper, we are concerned with nonparametric comparative statistical inference for
survival distributions in the two-sample case. Namely, if Fm and G n denote KaplanMeier estimators of lifetime (or failure) distribution functions based on independent
samples of sizes m and n respectively, we consider statistical comparison procedures of
the unknown distributions F and G based on Fm and G n . We start our discussion of
this problem by some notation and the statement of relevant results in the literature
(we refer to Chapter 8 in M. Csorgo (1983) for further details).
Let {Xi, i ~ I}, {Yi, i ~ I}, {Ui, i ~ I} and {Vi, i ~ I} be four independent sequences
of Li.d. positive random variables with distribution functions denoted respectively by
P(x) = P(Xi ~ x), G(x) = P(Yi ~ x), H(x) = P(Ui ~ x) and K(x) = P(Vi ~ x)
for i ~ 1 and -00 < x ~ 00. The meaning of these random variables is as follows.
For each i ~ 1, Xi (resp. Yd denotes the uncensored lifetime of the i-th individual
of the first (resp. the second) sample. Likewise, Uj (resp. Vi) denotes the censoring
time at which the i-th individual of the first (resp. the second) sample is withdrawn
from the investigation. Set further Z,' = min(X;,Ud, Z[' '- lllin(Yi,Vi), 8,' = l{xi$ui}
and 8~' = I{Yi$Vi} for i ~ 1. In the classical model with random censorship from the
right, one observes the sequences {( Zi, 8i), 1 ~ i ~ m} and {( Zr, 8n, 1 ~ i ~ n}. The
corresponding product-limit (P L) estimators introduced by Kaplan and Meier (1958)
are then given by

Fm (x)=l-

IT

(1-8(;)/(m-i+1))

for -oo<x~oo,

(1.1)

< x ~ 00 ,

(1.2)

Z(i)$x

and

Gn(x) = 1-

IT

(1-

8(';/(n - i + 1))

for - 00

z(;)$x

< Z(l) ~ ... ~ Z(m) (resp. 0 < Z(~) ~ ... ~ Z(~)) are the order statistics of
{ZLI ~ i ~ m} (resp. {Zf',l ~ i ~ n}), {8(i),1 ~ i ~ m} (resp. {8(~),1 ~ i ~ n})
being the corresponding values of the 8~ (resp. of the 8n.

where 0

We will assume thoughout that F (resp. G) is differentiable on (0,00) with continuous
and positive derivative f (resp. g), and hence continuous on [0,00) with F(O) = 0 (resp.
G(O) = 0). Moreover, we assume that Hand ]( are continuous on (-00,00) and allow
H_(oo) and IC(oo) to be less than one. (Here H_(oo) denotes lim H(x); IC(oo) is
X-+oo

defined similarly.) In particular, H_ (00) = Ii- (00) = 0 corresponds to the uncensored
case, the censoring times Ui and Vi being then infinite with probability one. Denote by
pinV(s) = inf {x ~ 0 : F(x) ~ s} and Ginv(s) = inf {x ~ 0 : G(x) ~ s} for 0 ~ s ~ 1
the quantile functions pertaining to F and G. Set further TH = sup {x : H(x) < I}
and TK = sup {x : K(x) < I}, and introduce the functions

J
s

(1- u)-2(1- H(Finv(u)))-l du for 0
o
h( s) = s for s ~ 0 ,

h(s) =

~ s < F(TH) ,

(1.3)

2

and
s

k(s) =

J

(1- u)-2(1- K(GinV(u)))-ldu for 0::; s < G(TJ{) ,

o
k( s) = s for s ::; 0 .
Consider now the empirical processes a~(x) = m 1 / 2 (Fm(x) - F(x)) for
and a~(x) = n l / 2(Gn(x )-G(x)) for

a:n(s)

-00

< x ::;

00,

°::;

< x::;

00,

and the reduced empirical processes

= a:n(FinV(s)) = ml/2(Fm(FinV(s))
for

-00

(1.4)

- s) -. m l / 2(r:n(s) - s)

s ::; 1 ,

(1.5 )

and

for

°::;

(1.6)

s ::; 1 .

Burke, S. Csorgo and Horvath (1988) and Major and Rejto (1988) proved that the following strong approximations of a~ and a~ hold. Assuming that the original probability
space is sufficiently rich, it is possible to define two independent standard two-parameter
Wiener processes TV' and W" in such a way that, for any fixed {) F E (0, F(TH)) and
{)G

E (0, G(TK)) , we have almost surely

asm-too,

(1.7)

as n -t

(1.8)

and

where 1 denotes the identity function, and 11<p11~;=

00 ,

sup

cs,xs, d

l<p(x )1.

In the uncensored case where H_(oo) = IL(oo) = 0, we have h = k = 1/(1 - I),
so that the processes m- 1 / 2 (1 - I)W'(h,m) and n- 1 / 2 (1_ I)W"(k,n) in (1.7)-(1.8)
are Brownian bridges. In this case, (1.7) and (1.8) are valid for {)F = {)c = 1, being
then nothing else but the Kiefer process approximations of the corresponding empirical
processes due to Koml6s, Major and Tusnady (1975). Moreover, Fm and G n coincide
with the classical empirical distribution functions based on Xl, ... ,Xm and Y1 , ••• , Yn
respectively. Motivated by this example, it is tempting to test the null hypothesis that
F = G by Kolmogorov-Smirnov-type statistics of the form

mn ) 1/2
D PG ',mn = ( m+n

IJFm -

Gnll~

.

(1.9)
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Unfortunately, even in the case where F = G and H = K, the limiting distribution
of DPG;mn depends on the unknown values of F and H. Moreover, the plot of Fm
against G n has the inconvenience of having a poor visual interpretation. To overcome
this latter drawback, one may use quantile-quantile (Q - Q) and probability-probability
(P - P) plots, which we will now introduce.
Denote by F~V(s) = inf {x ~ 0 : Fm(x) ~ s} and G~V(s) = inf {x ~ 0 : Gn(x) ~ s},
for 0 ~ 8 ~ 1, the empirical quantile functions pertaining to F m and G n • The P L
Q - Q plot of F against G is then defined by
(1.10)
while the P L P - P plot of F against G is defined by
(1.11)
Statistics such as in (1.10) and (1.11) have a great intuitive appeal since they converge
to the identity function (on appropriate intervals) if F = G. In the uncensored case
such Q- Q and P - P plots have received considerable attention in the recent literature.
We refer to Fisher (1983) and the references therein, Aly (1986a), Aly, M. Csorgo and
Horvath (1987), and Beirlant and Deheuvels (1990). In the censored situation, Q - Q
plots have been considered in Aly (1986b).
The aim of this paper is threefold. In Section 2, we will consider the strong approximation of empirical processes based on P - P and Q - Q plots by Gaussian processes.
Our theorems yield the best possible rates of approximation given the construction we
use, and correspond to the results obtained for P - P and Q - Q plots in the classical
uncensored case by Beirlant and Deheuvels (1990). In Section 3, we will establish the
asymptotic distribution of the censored version of a Bahadur-Kiefer type two-sample
statistic (devised by Deheuvels and Mason (1990b)) under the null hypothesis that
F = G; this statistic is a two-sample version of the Bahadur-Kiefer statistic as considered in Deheuvels and Mason (1990a) and Beirlant and Einmahl (1990), for the uncensored and censored case respectively. Finally, in Section 4, we present two-sample
tests of the hypothesis that F = G based upon these limiting theorems.
2. Strong Approximations of the P L P - P and Q - Q Plot Processes
Throughout the sequel, we will consider the case where the samples have equal sizes.
The assumption that m = n has the advantage of reducing the technicalities of our
proofs to a great extent. Extensions of our results to unequal sample sizes can be
achieved through lengthy additional arguments of relatively minor interest which we
omit for the sake of brevity.

It will be convenient to introduce the following notation. Let

and

4

and

Define the reduced P L P - P plot process of F against G by

(2.3)
and the reduced P L Q - Q plot process of F against G by
(2.4 )

=

Whenever F
G, the reduced P L P - P plot process has a simple expression in terms
of the P L P - P plot !S.FF;nn' We have namely

(2.5)

for 0 ::; s ::; 1 .

Such a simple relation does not exist between the reduced P L Q - Q plot process and
the P L Q - Q plot !::i.FF;nn' However, we will establish later on that An can be closely
approximated when F = G by the following empirical process. Let

An(s) = n 1 / 2 f(F il1V(s)) (F~nv

(G n (Finv(s))) _ FinV(s))
n 1 / 2 f(Fim'(s)) (!::i.FF;nn (Finv(s)) - Finv(s))

for 0

< s < 1;

An(O) = 0 .

(2.6)

The following process turns out to be a natural approximant of An, -An and -An.
Let 0 = min(F(TH),G(TK)) , and set

Mn(s) = n- 1 / 2 (1_ s)(lV'(h(s),n) -lV"(k(s),n)) =: A~(s) - A~(s)
for 0 ::; s

<0 .

(2.7)

The main result of this section gives the exact uniform rates of approximation of An,
-An and -An by A1n = A~ - A~. Let "-+p" denote convergence in probability.
Theorem 2.1.
Assume that F = G. Then, for any {} E (0,0), we have, as n

n 1/ 4 (logn)-1/21IA n

-

-+ 00,

Mnllg

/ (IIA~C _H~FinV) + 1_1/(Fil1V))II:r/

2

-p

1,

(2.8)

5

(2.9)

Assume further that

lim (ulog(lju)) -1/2

uto

. sup

If(t) - f(s)1 = 0 and

o<s<Fmv(19);Is-tl~u

that f is right continuous and positive at O. Then (2.9) holds with An being replaced
by An.
Let W be a standard Wiener process and for

-00

< s < 0, write I(s) = h(s) + k(s).

Corollary 2.1.
As n -+ 00

n 1/ 4 (1ogn)-1/21I An-

Mnllg

-+d (11(1-I)W(k)((1-H(F inv ))-1

n 1/ 4 (1ogn)-1/21IA n+ Mnllg -+d

+ (1_K(F inV ))-1)II:r/2

,

(11(1- I)W(l)(l- H(F ))-111:r/2
inV

Remark 2.1.
In the uncensored case, H _( 00) = IC( 00) = 0, 0 = 1, and A~ and A~ are Brownian
bridges. In this case, (2.8) and (2.9) hold for {) = 1. 'While (2.8) is then similar to
Theorem 2.1 of Beirlant and Deheuvels (1990), (2.9) is new and may be restated as
(2.10)

Remark 2.2.
Corollary 2.1 implies that the rate Op(n- 1/ 4 (logn)1/2) is the best possible for an approximation of An, - An or - An by M n (see Aly (1986b) for related results).
Remark 2.3.
It easily follows that (2.8) remains valid with A~ in the denominator replaced by a~.
Similarly, we may replace in the denominator of (2.9), A~ - A~ by An.
In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 2.1. We will make use of the
following decomposition. Throughout, we assume that F = G.

An(s) = n1/2(r~(r~inV(s)) - s)
=

n

=:

a~ (r~inv(s)) + b~(s)

1 2
/

(r~ (r~inV(s)) - r~inV(s))

+ n1/2(r~inv(s) - s)
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=:

a~(r~inV(S)) - a~(r~inV(S))

=:

A~ (r~inV(s)) - A~ (r~inv(S))

= Mn(s
=:

+ R1,n( S) + R 2,n(s)

+ n-1/2b~(s)) + R1,n(s) + R 2,n(s)

Mn(s - n-1/2A~(s))

=: Mn(s)

+ R1,n(s)

+ R1,n(s) + R2,n(S) + R 3 ,n(s)

+ R1,n(s) + R 2,n(s) + R 3 ,n(s) + R 4 ,n(s)

(2.11)

,

where we have used (1.5) and (2.1)-(2.7). We will evaluate successively IIRj,nllg for
j
1,2,3 and 4, and show that these remainder terms are negligible for j
1,2 and
3, the main contribution being obtained for j = 4 and yielding (2.8). These results are
captured in the following lemmas.

=

=

Lemma 2.1 (Sander (1975), see also Aly, M. Csorgo and Horvath (1985, pp. 193-194)).
We have for all {) E (0,0) almost surely
(2.12)

Lemma 2.2.
We have for all {) E (0,0) almost surely
(2.13)
Proof. From the obvious inequality

it suffices to use the Glivenko-Cantelli property for the P L estimators, combined with
(1.7) and (1.8) to obtain (2.13).
0
Having established the easy parts of our proof, we turn to the more difficult treatment
of R 3 ,n and R 4 ,n' First, we assume without loss of generality that the Wiener processes
W' and W" which are used in (1.7)-(1.8) are defined on (-00,00) X (0,00). This is
obtained by extending each of these processes on (- 00,0] X[0, 00 ) by using independent
standard two-parameter Wiener processes IV' and lir" on [0,00) X[0,00), independent
of IV' and IV", and by setting IV'(s, t) = 11" (-s, t) and W"(s, t) = IV"( -s, t) for s < 0
and t > O. Using the corresponding definition of M n as given in (2.7), we see that
Mn(s - n-l/2A~(s)) as given in (2.11) is properly defined (note that s - n-1/2A~(s)
may be negative).
Lemma 2.3.
We have for all {) E (0,0)

'/

(2.14)
Proof. Define a sequence of standard two-sided Wiener processes on (-00, linv( 0))
through the identity
(1 - I)lVn(l) = M n .

(2.15)

From (2.7) and (2.11) it easily follows that

IIR 3,nl\g

~ n-l/21Ib~Wn(/(I + n-l/2b~)) II:

+ n-l/21IA~Wn (IU - n-l/2A~)) II:
+ IIW

n

(/(I + n-l/2b~)) - lV (/(I - n- 1 / 2A~))

II: .

(2.16)

It is straightforward to show that the first two terms in the right hand side of (2.16)
are Op(n- 1 / 2) as n --+ 00, so we focus on the third one.

By Theorem 3 and Corollary 1 in Beirlant and Einmahl (1990), we see that as n

--+

00

(2.17)
This, in conjunction with (1.8), yields as n

--+

00
(2.18)

Note also that for any fixed 0<£ < 0 - V, as n

p(s

+ n-l/2b~(s) E [0,'13 + E]

for all

a ~ s ~ {))

--+

--+

00,

and s - n-l/2A~(s) E [-E,V

+ E]

1.

,
(2.19)

Moreover, on [0, {) + E], we have 2 ::; I' ::; C, for some C E (0, (0), where I' denotes the
derivative of l. Note that I'(s) = 2 for s < O.
Combining the above results, we see that it suffices to show, to complete the proof of
this lemma, that for arbitrary C' E (0,00), as n --+ 00,
sup

IlVn(s) - lVn(t) I = Op(n- 3/ 8 (logn)3/4) ,

(2.20)

-2e$s,t$C
js-tl5 C 'n -3/4(log n)! /2

which readily follows from the oscillation modulus results for a standard Wiener process
(see (2.25) below).
0
We now turn to the study of R 4 ,n. Recall by (2.11) that

8
(2.21)
Denote by {lV(t), -00 < t < oo} a standard Wiener process extended to the real line
(Le. such that {lV(t), t ~ O} and {W( -t), t ~ O} are two independent standard Wiener
processes). In view of (2.21) and (2.15), the following proposition, in the spirit of Proposition 4 of Deheuvels and Mason (1990a), will give the proper evaluation of IIR4 ,nllg.
Proposition 2.1.
Let -00 < a < c < d < b <
be functions such that

00

be fixed, and let {<1>(t),a::; t::; b} and {'l1(t),a ::; t::; b}

(i) <1> is positive and has a derivative <p which is continuous on [a, b];
(ii) 'l1 has a derivative 'l/J which is positive and continuous on [a, b].
Then, there exists an event E of probability one such that, on E, we have for all
continuous functions 'r/ on [a, b]

l~~ C~~~d

)-1/2Iw(w(t+U'r/(t)))
HT(W(t))
.
( 2ulog(1/u)
<1>(t + u'r/(t))
<1>(t)

I

12

= 111'l/J'r/1 / /<1>II~ .

(2.22)

Proof. Let C1 > 0 be a lower bound for <1> and C2 < 00 be an upper bound for l<pl on
[a, b]. On the event of probability one that 111 is bounded over any compact subset of
(-00,00), we have, as u! 0,
sup

c9~d

(2ulog(1/u))-1/2IW(W(t+u~(t))( (

1 )_~1())1
t

<1> t + u'r/(t)

::; (C 2/ci) (u/ (210g(1/u)) r/211'r/11~

IllV(w)ll~

--+

'.l'

0.

(2.23)

Thus, for (2.24), it suffices to show that

lim
ulO

sup

c~t~d

,)-1/2Iw(W(t + u'r/(t)) -lV(W(t))
;1;( )
(2ulog(1/u}

I'l/J( t )'r/(t )1 1/ 2
c9~d
1<1>(t)1
sup

'.l'

I

t

(2.24)

Observe, by changing U into AU, A > 0, that if (2.24) holds, then it also holds when 'r/
is replaced by A'r/. Thus, excluding the trivial case where 1I1'l/J'r/1 1/ 2 /<1>II~ = 0, we may
limit ourselves to proving that (2.24) holds almost surely for all continuous functions 'r/
on [a, b] such that II I'l/J'r/I 1/2 /<1>II~ = 1. We will now make use of the following property
of the Wiener process (see e.g. M. Csorgo and Revesz (1981), pp. 26-29). There exists
an event E' of probability one such that on E', we have for all -00 < C < D < 00

9

IW(s) - W(t)1

lim

sup

ul0

C9~D

( 2u log(I/u) )

Is-tl~u

=

.

hm

sup

IW(t ± u) - W(t)1

(2.25)

1/2 = 1 .

C9~D

ul0

1/2

(2ulog(I/u))

In the remainder of our proof, we will assume that E' holds, and show that (2.24) is
true on E' for all continuous functions ry on [a, b) satisfying 111"pryll/2 /~II~ = 1. Let ry be
such a function. By continuity of"p and ry, and using the assumption that "p is positive,
for any 0 < c < 1, there exists a Ul > 0 such that for all 0 < u :S Ul, we have

](w(t + ury(t)) - wet)) - u"p(t)ry(t) I

:s cu min(I/2,,,p(t)lry(t)l)
for all c :S t :S d .

Fix any c :S , < 8 :S d, and set C = Wb) < D
have by (2.26) for all u > 0 sufficiently small

sup

'Y~t~S

( 2ulog(I/u) )

< III/n-il 'Ys

_

'i.'

sup

C9~D

Is-tl~Mu

= w(8), and

M

(2.26)

= (1 + c) II"pryll~.

We

-1/2Iw(w(t+Ury(t))) -W(W(t)) I
( )
<l> t

IW(s) - W(t)1
1/2 '

(2.27)

(2ulog(I/u))

which in turn tends to (1 + c)I/2(II'0ryll~)1/21II/<l>II~ as u 1 O. Since there exists an
N 1 2:: 1 such that for all c :S , < 8 :S d with Ii - 81 :S 1/ N 1 , we have

by covering [c, d] with a finite number of intervals [,,8] of span less than
conclude from (2.27) and (2.28) that

lim sup

sup

ul0

c<t<d

( 2ulog(I/u) )

1/N},

we

-1/2Iw(w(t+Ury(t)))-W(W(t))1
<l>(t)

< 1+c .

(2.29)

Let c :S r :S d be such that 1"p(r)ry(r)ll/2/1<l>(r)1 = 1, and set m = "p(r)ry(r); let
0< c < Iml/2. There exists a subinterval [,,8] C [c,d) with, :S r :S 8, such that

c

l"p(t)ry(t) - ml :S 2" and I/<l>(t) 2:: (1- c)/<l>(r)

for all,:S t:S 8. (2.30)

Thus, combining (2.26) and (2.30), we obtain that for all u > 0 sufficiently small,

10

(

sup

.

2ulog(1/u)

c9~d

)-1/2t W(\[I(t+ U7](t))) -lV(\[I(t)) I
<1>(t)

-1

>

SUp

( 2ulog(1/u) )

/21 1V (\[I (t + U 7]( t)))

- W ( \[I (

<1>(t)

t)) I

"Y9$8

1 -£
>-

- <1>(7)

(

IW(t + mu) - W(t)1

SUp

C9$D

( 2ulog(1/u) )

IW(s) - W(t)1 )

SUp
C-~9~D+~

Is-tl~eu

172

(2u log(llu))

172

(2.31)

'

which, by (2.25) tends to

_
(1

£)

(111'(7)7](7)11/2 _ £1/2) _
_ ( _ £1/2)
<1>(7)
<1>(7) - (1 £) 1 <1>(7)

asulO.

(2.32)

We conclude from (2.31) and (2.32) that

. .

hmlllf
ulO

sup

c9$d

(2ulog(1/u) )-1/2I W (\[I(t+U7](t)))-W(\[I(t))1
<1>( )
t

£1/2 )

(2.33)

2: (1-£) ( 1- <1>(7) .

Since 0 < £ < min(1, Iml/2) in (2.29) and (2.33) is arbitrary, we have (2.24) as sought.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
0
\Ve now return to the proof of Theorem 2.1. By choosing <I> = 1/{1 - 1) and \[I = I,
recalling that 1= h + k, we see from (1.3) and (1.4) that <I> and \[I satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 2.1 for any choice of -1 < a < c = 0 < d = {) < b < e. Consider
now two independent standard \Viener processes lV' and lIT" extended to the real line,
and define (similar to 2.15), a third Wiener process W through the identity

M := (1 - 1)W(l) = (1 - 1) (lV'(h)

+ W"(k))

=:

A' + A" .

(2.34)

It is obvious from (2.7) and (2.34) that, for every n 2: 1,
(2.35)
Since (2.22), when applied for 7] = -A", implies that almost surely
lim (2ulog(1/U))
ulO

-1/2 1IM (I -

uA") - Mllg/1111'A"1 1/ 2(1- 1)llg = 1 ,

11
it follows from (2.21), (2.35), and the fact that almost sure convergence implies convergence in probability, that as n ---+ 00

(2.36)
Recall, by (1.3) and (1.4), that

(2.37)
Thus, combining (2.11) and (2.36)-(2.37) with Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we obtain
readily (2.8).
The proof of the second statement of Theorem 2.1 makes use of the following decomposition, in the spirit of that given in (2.11).

An(s)

=

nl/2(r~inv(r~(s))

= nl/2(r~inv(r~(s))

-

s)

- r~(s)) + nl/2(r~(s) -

=:

b~ (r~ (s ))

=:

-a~(r~inv(r~(s)))+a~(s)+R~,n(s)

=:

-A~ (r~inv (r~(s))) + A~( s) + R~,n(s)

=:

-A~(s - n- 1 / 2 M n(s))

s)

+ a~ (s )
+ R~,n(s)

+ A~(s) + R~.n(s) + R~,n(s) + R~,n(s)
(2.38)

Similarly as in (2.11)-(2.37), we evaluate IIRj,nllg for j = 1,2,3,4. In the first place,
we apply Lemma 2.1 with the formal replacements of a~ and b~ by a~ and b~. vVe so
obtain that for all A E (0,0),
(2.39)
By using the Glivenko-Cantelli property for P L estimators, it follows readily from
(2.38) and (2.39) that, for any 'lJ E (0,0),

(2.40)
Next, we see from (1.7) and (1.8) that, for any 'lJ E (0,0),

(2.41 )
For the term R~ n some more work is needed. 'What we first need is a rough bound,
compared to (2.9) itself, for
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Note that

An(s) + Mn(s) = b~(r~(s))

+ a~(s) + .Mn(s)

=:

-A~(r~(s)) + A~(s)

=:

T 1 ,n(s) + T2 ,n(s) .

Similar to (2.18), and using (1.8), we have as n

+ Mn(s) + T1 ,n(s)
(2.43)

-+ 00

(2.44)
Using essentially the same techniques as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we easily see that

(n

-+ 00)

(2.45)
Thus we have shown that the left hand side of (2.42) is Op(n- 3/ 4(logn)1/2) as n
uniformly in 0 ::; s ::; ().

-+ 00,

Now we can again use similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 to show that
this implies, as n -+ 00,
(2.46)
For brevity's sake these straightforward arguments are omitted.
Finally, we have

R~,n(s) = A~(s) - A~(s - n- 1 / 2 M n (s))

=d

A'(s) - A'(s - n- 1/ 2 M(s)) ,
(2.47)

where A' and M are as in (2.34). By applying Proposition 2.1 with 'l1
and Tf = - AI, we see that almost surely
n 1/ 4 (log n)-1/21\A' - A'(I - n- 1/ 2M)llg/111h' MI 1/ 2(1 -

= h, <T> = 1/(1-1),
I)llg -+

as n

f\

1

-+ 00 .

(2.48)

Recalling that h' = (1 - 1)-2 (1 - H(Finv )
by (2.47) and (2.48) and the fact that
almost sure convergence implies convergence in probability, we obtain
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(2.49)
By combining (2.38) with (2.40), (2.41), (2.46) and (2.49), we obtain readily (2.9).
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that under the additional
conditions on f
(2.50)
From the mean value theorem we have

(2.51)

with ItLs,n -

sl :S

n- 1 / 2 IA n (s)l. Hence
(2.52)

Because of (2.9) and the conditions on
it remains to show that

f we see from (2.52) that for a proof of (2.50)
(2.53)

But for some C E (0,00)

IIFinv -

Finv(M,n)llg :S C III - tLI,nllg

:S C n- 1 / 2 1IA n llg = Op(n- 1 / 2 )

as n

-+

00 .

Thus we have shown (2.50) and hence the proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed.

(2.54)
D

Remark 2.4.
We conjecture that, by following the lines of Deheuvels and Mason (1990a), it is possible to obtain strong versions of (2.8) and (2.9), in the spirit of Theorem 2.2 of Beirlant
and Deheuvels (1990) in the uncensored case. We omit the corresponding arguments
which re!quire much more than minor modifications of our proofs. By doing so, one
replaces the optimal rate 0 p( n- 1/ 4(log n )1/2) mentioned in Remark 2.2 by an optimal
almost sure rate of O( n- 1 / 4 (1og n )1/2 (1oglog n 1 / 4 ). As in the uncensored case, it is likely
that some improvements may be brought to these rates by using different sequences of
approximating processes. To our best knowledge, this problem is open at present.
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3. A Two-Sample Bahadur-Kiefer Type Test of Fit for P - P Plots
In this section, we consider the statistic defined by
(3.1 )
Whenever F = G, by (2.1), (2.2) and (3.1), we have
(3.2)
Recall, by (2.3), that An(s) = nl/2(r~(r~inV(s)) - s) for 0 ~ s < 1. Define likewise A~(s) = n 1/ 2 (r~ (r~inv(s)) - s) for 0 ~ s ~ 1. An application of Theorem 2.1
shows that IIA n - Mnllg = Op(n- 1/ 4(logn)1/2) as n -+ 00. Likewise, the same theorem when used with the first and second sample reversed shows that IIA~ + Mnllg =
Op(n- 1/ 4(logn)1/2) as n -+ 00. Bearing in mind that (3.2) may be rewritten as
b~ = IIA n + A~llg, it follows that, under the null hypothesis that F = G, we have
(3.3)
By (3.3), we see that, whenever F = G, n 1/ 4(log n)-1/2b~ = Op(l), while the same
expression tends to infinity with a rate of n 3 / 4(logn)-1/2 in general when F i' G. This
motivates the study of the limiting distributional behavior of n 1/4(log n )-1/2b~ when
F = G. This problem has been solved in the uncensored case by Deheuvels and Mason
(1990b). The following theorem extends their results to the general censored model
considered here.
Theorem 3.l.
Assume that F = G. Then, for any

7') E

(0,0), we have, as n

nl/4(logn)-1/2b~/(II(A~- A~)C _

1

H (Finv)

+

-+ 00,

1 _ ](l(Finv))

II:r/2

-+p

1.

(3.4)

Corollary 3.1.
As n -+ 00,

8~/ (log nil (Fn(Finv ) -

Gn(F

inv

1

))

(1 _ H (FinV)

+1_

](l(FinV))

II:r/2

-+p

(3.5)

Remark 3.1.
It follows from Theorem 2.1 in Deheuvels and I\iason (1990b), that in the uncensored
case we can take 7') = 1 in Theorem 3.1. This implies that n1 / 4(log n )-1/2c5~ is asymptotically equivalent (in probability) to the square root of the usual Kolmogorov-Smirnov

1.
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statistic. From Corollary 3.1 we see that in the censored model, a similar assertion (but
with '13 < 0) holds true with a weighted version of this statistic.
In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 3.1. Throughout the sequel, we
will assume that F = G, so that (3.2) holds. We will make use of the decomposition:

Rn(s):= nl/2(r~(r~inv(s))+r~(r~inv(s)) -2s) = An(s)+A~(s)
= Mn(s-n-l/2A~(s)) -Mn(s-n-l/2A~(s)) +R~(s).

(3.6)

Lemma 3.1.
We have for all '13 E (0,0)
(3.7)
Proof. By (2.11) and Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we have

IIMn(I - n- 1 / 2 A") - Anllg ::;
= 0 p( n- 3/ 8 (log n )3/4)

IIR1,nllg + IIR2,nllg + II R3,nllg

as n -- 00 .

(3.8)

\Ve now repeat the same argument by interchanging the two samples. This amounts
to changinO'b A'n (resp . A")
AIn = A'n - A"n into -AIn = A"n - A'n'
n into A"
n (resp . A')
n
and An into A~ in (3.8). Combining both versions of (3.8) yields (3.7) by the triangle
inequality.
0
~

By (2.35), we have

Mn(I - n- 1 / 2 A~) - Mn(I =d

M(I -

n- 1 / 2 A")

n- 1 / 2 A~)

- M(I - n- 1 / 2 A') .

(3.9)

Thus, by (3.6)-(3.9), the proof of (3.4) boils down to showing that (with the notation
of (2.34)-(2.35))

(2ulog(1/u))-1/2 1IM (I - uA') - M(I - uA")/Ig

1

/ (II (A ' - A"(
) 1 _ H(Finv)

+1_

1)

K(Finv) 11'013) 1/2

--p

1 (u! 0) . (3.10)

To prove (3.10), we will make use of the following refinement of Proposition 2.1 (see
e.g. Proposition 2.1 in Deheuvels and 'Mason (1990b).
Proposition 3.1.
Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, there exists an event E" of probability one
such that, on E", we have for all pairs r/ and 17" of continuous functions on [a,b]
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sup ( 2U log(1/ U ) )
c9s d

lim
ulO

-1/21 w (w(t

+ U7]' (.t)) )
q> (t + U7]'(t))

+ U7]" (t)) ) I
q> (t + U7]"(t))

W ( W(t
-

--'----;-:.......--------c-'--'-

= Illv'(7]' - 7]"W/2/q>II~ .

(3.11)

Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 2.1. Therefore, we omit details.D
We now apply Proposition 3.1 with 7]' = -A', 7]" = -A", W = 1= h + k, q> = 1/(1- I),
c = 0, d = iJ, while a and b are chosen in such a way that -1 < a < 0 < iJ < b < 0.
Recalling, by (2.34), that M = (1- I)W(l), we obtain readily (3.10) from (3.11). Since
the latter statement implies (3.4), the proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed.
0
Remark 3.2.
A simple modification of the just given proof of Theorem 3.1 yields the following statement. Whenever {p(t),O ::; t < 0} is continuous and positive on [0, 'l?], we have, for
F = G and as n - 00
n 3 / 4 (log n)-1/211(Fn(G~V) + Gn(F~nv) -d

2I)pllg

(1I p2(1- I)lV(l)((l- H(F nv))-l + (1- K(F nv))-l) II:r/2 .(3.12)
i

i

4. Statistical Applications
We now return to the practical problem of testing the null hypothesis that F = G given
the data {( ZL 8D, 1 ::; i ::; n} and {( Zi', 8i'), 1 ::; i ::; n}. We assume that F = G is
unknown, together with Hand K. By Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, and Remark 3.2, we may
use statistics of the form
S~.n(P, 'l?) = \1(Fn(G~V) -

I)pllg ,

S~'.n(p,iJ) = II(Gn(F~nv) -

I)pllg ,

(4.1 )
and

(4.2)
where {p(t),O ::; t

< 0} is a suitable function.

The question to be answered is to find for each of the tests statistics given above
the appropriate critical values at level a E (0,1). Following the usual large sample
approximations, we may use approximate critical values by rejecting the assumption that F = G whenever S~.n(p,iJ) ~ c~(a,'l?)n-1/2, S~'.n(p,iJ) ~ c~(a,iJ)n-1/2, or
SZ,n(p,iJ) ~ cp(a, iJ)n- 3/ 4 (1og n)1/2 respectively, where c~(a,iJ) = c~(a,iJ) and cp(a,iJ)
are given by

(4.3)
and
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p( (1Ip 2 W(I)(1 -

1
1) (1 _ H (FinV)

+1_

J(1(FinV))

II:f/

2

~ ep (a,'l9)) = a.

(4.4 )

Unfortunately, the problem is not solved yet, since the expressions in (4.3) and (4.4)
depend upon the unknown values of I, H, J( and F. To overcome this difficulty, we
need to introduce estimators of the unknown factors in (4.3)-(4.4). Toward this aim,
we set for -00 < S < 00

Zi < s} ,

< s} ,

ZII
,

(4.5)

Zi::; 8,8i = 1},

<
s , 8"t
-

ZIIt

= 1}

,

and
F),nv(s)

h n (8) =

J
J

(1 - J~(t))

-2

dj~(t) ,

o

(4.6)

G~V(s)

k n (8)=

(1-J~(t))-2dj~(t),

o
for 0 ::;

8

::; n,8i' =

1::; i::; n,8i = l},max{G n(Zi')

< J1n .- min (max {Fn(Zi)

1 ::; i

1}).

It is noteworthy (see e.g. Lemma 6.2 in Burke, S. Csorgo and Horvath (1981)) that
hn and kn are strongly uniformly consistent estimators of hand k respectively, on any
interval [0, 'l9], 0 < 'l9 < 0.
By all this, we may present our first choice of P (= Pn now), appropriate to (4.3). Let

where in := hn + kn , for 0 ::; s

< J1n .

(4.7)

It is now straightforward from the preceding arguments that (for F = G)
lim

P(nl/2S~,n(Pn,'l9)~ e) =

=

P(IIWI16

lim

P(n 1 / 2Sf,n(Pn,'l9) ~ e)

n-+oo

n~oo

4

~ e) = 1- -

L

00

1r j=O

(-l)j
(1r 2(2 j +1)2)
-.-exp 2
for e
2) + 1
8e

> 0 (4.8)
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(see e.g. (1.5.2) in M. Csorgo and Revesz (1981)). Thus. by (4.8), we may choose
c which renders the right hand side of
(4.8) equal to a. We so obtain a first solution to our two-sample testing problem.

c~nCa, 19) = c~nCa, 19) to be equal to the value of

A similar argument can be used for S2,n' The appropriate choice of p is here given by

where H n and K n denote strongly uniformly consistent estimators of Hand J(. A
simple choice for H nand J( n is obtained from the remark that J~ and J~ are strongly
consistent estimators of 1 - (1 - F)(1 - H) and of 1 - (1 - F)(1 - J() respectively.
Therefore, one may set
1- Hn(s) =
1- J(n(s) =

In view
1-

o~ (4.9~

(1- J~(s))/(I(1- J~(S))/(I-

Fn(s)) ,
(4.10)

Gn(s)) .

and (4.10), we. may simplify our choice of p by the observation that

Fn(F~nV(s)) and 1- Gn(G~V(S)) can be replaced by 1- s. This leads to

By all this, we obtain readily that (for F = G)
lim

P(n 3 / 4 (10g n)-1/2S2,n(Pn, 19) 2: c)

n-+oo

for c > 0 .

(4.12)

Finally, we choose cpn(a, 19) to be equal to the value of c which renders the right hand
side of (4.12) equal to a.
The preceding tests are examples of how the theorems of Sections 2 and 3 may be
applied. Other choices of P may be used in a similar way, leading to analogue evaluations
of critical levels. We do not discuss this question further.
The complicated form of the limiting distributions in (4.8) and (4.12) suggests that
the problem of finding the exact distributions of our tests for finite values of n is
a very complicated task. Our methods have though the advantage of being relatively
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simple and valid in an asymptotical sense when the sizes of the samples to be compared
become sufficiently large. Moreover, the graphical plots of F;.,(G~Y), Gn(F~m') or their
sum enable a visual interpretation of the fit between both lifetime distributions.
Similar methods can be presented for the Q - Q plots. However, in that case, one needs
also estimators of f, which renders the statistics more delicate to handle because of the
necessity of using a smoothing factor for this sake. We will not present such estimators
here for the sake of brevity, noting that our methods may be applied as in the P - P
plot case.
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